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Abstract: NC machining is one of the key technologies for application of
subdivision surface in industrial fields. Excessive computer memory
consumption and low efficiency of tool-path generation are two major problems,
which restrict the development of high precision NC machining of subdivision
surface with complex topology. To get better performance of NC machining of
subdivision surface, a new method of three-axis NC tool-path generation for
Catmull-Clark subdivision surface is proposed aiming at topological
characteristics of Catmull-Clark subdivision surface. The basic idea of the
method is to solve several problems of geometric modeling involved in NC
machining of subdivision surface. First, a compact two-layer data structure is
created for piecewise representation of Catmull-Clark subdivision surface.
Second, a method for offset Catmull-Clark subdivision surface generation is
presented based on limit mesh. Third, an efficient method for calculating
intersection curve between Catmull-Clark subdivision surface and plane is
presented based on divide-and-conquer strategy. Last, a method based on
extracting sample vertices from limit mesh is proposed to obtain efficiently
machining models of rough and semi-finish machining stages and the effect of
uncut-allowance is taken into account. To validate these methods, algorithm test
and machining experiments are carried out. The implementation results
demonstrate that the problems of tool-path generation for subdivision surface
are improved.

Keywords: Tool-Path Generation; NC machining; Subdivision Surface;
Catmull-Clark Subdivision Surface/Plane Intersection; Data Structure.

1 Introduction

Subdivision surface is a new geometric modeling technology of discrete surface
based on initial control mesh and certain subdivision rules. As the subdivision process
proceeds, the density of vertices of control mesh becomes much higher and the
subdivision surface becomes much smoother. Subdivision surface is the limit status of
control mesh with a sequence of successive subdivisions in theory. Compared with
NURBS (Non-Uniform Rational Basis Spline), which is wildly used in CAD/CAM
area, the major advantage of subdivision surface is that it can construct smooth
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surface of arbitrary topology easily without using the trimming and blending
operations, which are computationally expensive and prone to numerical and
connectivity errors. With other desirable properties such as multi-resolution, local
controllability, affine invariance and global continuity etc, now subdivision surface
has been widely used in many fields such as computer graphics, computer animation
and geometric modeling etc. In STEP (Standard Exchange of Product data model)
international standard, NURBS is the only mathematic method for geometric
definition of industrial product. Trimming and blending are the two common
operations used for geometric modeling of complex object based on NURBS method.
However, due to some reasons numerical and connectivity errors occur in the
procedure of geometric modeling, which can cause gaps especially when the model is
very complex. Once such a bad CAD model is delivered to CAM system for NC
machining, the quality of product will be affected directly. From the modeling point
of view, subdivision surface can construct smooth model in just a single mesh patch
without gaps and has better ability and higher efficiency of modeling than that of
NURBS. From the manufacturing point of view, subdivision surface is more ideal for
NC machining primarily because of the good performance in data conversion from
CAD system to CAM system without precision-loss, while NURBS discretization is
very time-consuming and will cause precision-loss. So, subdivision surface has the
ability to become mainstream geometry representation method of next generation
CAD/CAM system. Meanwhile, the technology of NC machining for subdivision
surface is not only needed by computer film, computer animation and their
surrounding industries urgently, but also offers the strong base for application of
subdivision surface in other industrial fields.

In view of the situation described above, NC machining of subdivision surface is
very important both in the scientific research and the market applications and has got
much attention from many researchers. Kurgano et al.[1] first introduced subdivision
surface to NC machining and took low-level control mesh of Catmull-Clark[2]
subdivision surface as machining model. A method of tool-path generation for
subdivision surface was proposed with emphasis on offset subdivision surface
generation. Wu P[3] transformed Loop[4] subdivision surface to Z-map model for NC
machining. In order to improve the efficiency of tool-path generation for rough
machining, cover mesh was constructed as rough machining model based on
low-level control mesh. In the paper[5], a method of tool-path generation for
Catmull-Clark subdivision surface called S-Buffer was proposed by dividing the
working area into strips and using parallel calculating environment. Lu CJ and Ting
KL[6] focused on the study of machining error control in the finish machining stage.
To reduce computer memory consumption, adaptive subdivision was applied to
construct finish machining model. Contour-map tool-path pattern used in steep
regions and iso-planar tool-path pattern used in flat regions were proposed. In the
research of tool-path generation for Loop subdivision surface, Zhang ZX et al.[7]
presented a machining strategy for local uncut-area based on error evaluation of
machining simulation in order to improve the machining efficiency. As the key
research, tool-path generation[8-11] is the foundation of many industrial applications.
Commonly, the higher the precision of subdivision surface, the higher the machining
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precision of product is. However, large data of high precision subdivision surface will
spend a lot of computer memory consumption. Meanwhile, such huge computer
memory consumption and complex topology of subdivision surface will have great
effect on efficiency and quality of tool-path generation. Although some methods of
NC machining for subdivision surface based on adaptive subdivision, Z-map model
and S-buffer etc can reduce computer memory consumption to some extent. It is hard
to improve efficiency and quality of tool-path generation further without using the
unique topology structure of subdivision surface.

A complete procedure of tool-path generation for subdivision surface can be
divided into several key links including subdivision surface representation, offset
subdivision surface, subdivision surface intersection, tool-path planning and
machining error control etc. These key links influence each other and determine
together efficiency and quality of tool-path generation. Some key links which have
obtained some achievements are not our focus. Compared with other discrete models,
subdivision surface can be divided organically into several mesh patches with the
same and regular topology structure, and such specific property is applicable to most
of subdivision schemes. Aiming at the topological characteristics of subdivision
surface, this paper studies tool-path generation for Catmull-Clark subdivision surface
with the emphasis on subdivision surface representation, offset subdivision surface,
subdivision surface intersection etc to solve the problems, which restrict the
development of high precision NC machining, and achieve the goal of improving
efficiency and quality of tool-path generation primarily. In section 2, Catmull-Clark
subdivision surface is reviewed briefly. In section 3, a new data structure of
Catmull-Clark subdivision surface is described in detail. In section 4, a method of
high precision offset Catmull-Clark subdivision surface generation is presented based
on limit mesh. In section 5, a method for calculating intersection curve between
Catmull-Clark subdivision surface and plane is presented based on
divide-and-conquer strategy. Combined with features of three-axis NC machining, in
section 6, a method of three-axis tool-path generation for Catmull-Clark subdivision
surface is presented. In section 7, algorithm test and machining experiments are
carried out. Finally, in section 8 and section 9, discussions and conclusions are
included.

2 Catmull-Clark Subdivision Surface

As an extension of the bi-cubic B-spline, Catmull-Clark subdivision surface is an
approximating subdivision scheme for quadrilateral mesh, which can generates new
control mesh by splitting each face into four subfaces. Let M0 be an open or closed
initial control mesh of arbitrary topology, S be Catmull-Clark subdivision operator
and Mn be a control mesh after n times of subdivision. Hence, standard Catmull-Clark
subdivision can be described as the linear process: Mn+1=S*Mn，n=0, 1, 2, 3…. The
limit surface of Catmull-Clark subdivision scheme is C2 continuous everywhere
except at some extraordinary vertices, where it is C1 continuous. For Catmull-Clark
subdivision scheme, if the valence (number of incident edges) of an interior vertex is
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four, it is a regular vertex; otherwise it is an extraordinary vertex. The new vertices of
Catmull-Clark scheme can be divided into three types as below: new face-vertex ( fV ),
new edge-vertex ( eV ) and new vertex-vertex ( vV ). For boundary case, new boundary
edge-vertex ( beV ) and new boundary vertex-vertex ( bvV ) also have corresponding
computing methods respectively. The subdivision masks of fV , eV , vV , beV and
bvV for Catmull-Clark subdivision surface are shown in Figure 1(a) to (e). The new

vertices are expressed by hollow dots and original vertices are expressed by solid
dots.

Fig. 1. Subdivision masks for Catmull-Clark subdivision surface

The computing methods of the new vertices for Catmull-Clark subdivision
surface are shown as follows:

New face-vertex: V1, V2, V3 and V4 are the vertices of face as shown in Figure 1(a).

1 2 3 4
f 4
V V V VV   

 (1)

New edge-vertex: V1 and V2 are the vertices of interior edge, while V3, V4, V5 and
V6 are the rest vertices of the two faces sharing the interior edge as shown in Figure
1(b).
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3 1( ) ( )
8 16eV V V V V V V      (2)

New vertex-vertex: V0 is the interior vertex with the valence n; V1, V3…, V2n-1 (edge
points) are the rest vertices of the edges sharing V0; V2, V4…, V2n (face points) are the
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rest vertices of the faces sharing V0.  ,  and  are the weighting coefficients
of the vertices as shown in Figure 1(c).
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New boundary edge-vertex: V1 and V2 are the vertices of boundary edge as shown
in Figure 1(d).
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 (4)

New boundary vertex-vertex: V0 is the boundary vertex; V1 and V2 are the rest
vertices of the two boundary edges sharing V0 as shown in Figure 1(e).
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As we known, subdivision surface can represent complicated object of arbitrary
topology. This is mainly because the topology structure of initial control mesh is
arbitrary. Although the topology structure of control mesh is globally arbitrary and
irregular, under the function of certain topological rules, the topology structure of
control mesh is locally simple and regular for most of subdivision schemes. For
example, each quadrilateral face of initial control mesh of Catmull-Clark subdivision
scheme turns into a SSP (Subdivision Surface Patch) and the topological relations
between them remain unchanged after subdivision. Meanwhile, each SSP is a uniform
square mesh. So, a complex subdivision surface model can be divided naturally into
several simple SSPs, which can be regarded as topological characteristics of
subdivision surface compared with other discrete models.

3 CELLData Structure

As the core of subdivision surface representation, data structure is the foundation
of implementation of subdivision surface as well as tool-path generation.
Edge-based[12] and quad-tree[13] data structures are the most common data structures
of subdivision surface. However, if the subdivision depth is too large, they will spend
too much computer memory consumption and reduce efficiency of search and query
because of so many pointer indirections. In the study of adaptive subdivision, V.
Settgast et al.[14] constructed a data structure for representing Catmull-Clark
subdivision surface based on 2D array. However due to some redundant geometrical
information stored in 2D array and lack of necessary topological information, that
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data structure is not beneficial to implementation of subdivision surface and tool-path
generation.

In order to make up the defects, a two-layer data structure named CELL is
constructed for representing Catmull-Clark subdivision surface better. The inner
structure of CELL is composed by a 2D array and some 1D arrays. The 2D array
named Ac, whose size is (2N+1)2 at subdivision depth N, records the vertices
information of SSP depicted as Ac in Figure 2. These 1D arrays, which provide the
necessary information for refinement of SSP, can be classified into two types. One
type named Av, whose size is 2Ne+1 at corner point’s valence Ne, records the
neighborhood information of corner point of SSP depicted as Av1, Av2, Av3 and Av4
in Figure 2. The other type, named Ae, whose size is 2N+1 at subdivision depth N,
records the neighborhood information of boundary of SSP depicted as Ae1, Ae2, Ae3
and Ae4 in Figure 2. Half-edge data structure can be chosen as outer structure of
CELL to record the topological information of initial control mesh of subdivision
surface, which can demonstrate topological relations between SSPs.

Fig. 2. Inner structure of CELL

Based on CELL, the global refinement of Catmull-Clark subdivision surface can be
transformed into local refinement of SSP, which also obeys the basic subdivision rules
and can be classified into three parts. The first part is the refinement of corner point of
SSP, which can be generated by Av. The second part is the refinement of boundary of
SSP, which can be generated by Ac and Ae. The last part is the refinement of interior
of SSP, which can be generated by Ac. In order to keep refinement of SSP smoothly,
the neighborhood information of SSP need to be updated. Av can be updated by itself,
while Ae can be updated by Ae and Ac. In the process of refining SSP and updating
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neighborhood information as shown in Figure 3, it’s important to determine the type
of the new vertex.

Fig.3. Refinement process with CELL

4 Offset Subdivision Surface

To compensate the radius of ball-end milling cutter, which is commonly used in
three-axis NC machining, it is need to calculate offset surface in the normal direction
by the radius of the ball-end milling cutter in the process of tool-path generation. The
formula for calculating offset surface ( ( , )OS u v ) of parametric surface ( ( , )S u v ) is
given:

( , ) ( , ) * ( , )OS u v S u v R N u v  (6)

Where R is the radius of ball-end milling cutter and ( , )N u v is the normal vector.
As an important link in NC machining of subdivision surface, offset subdivision
surface affects directly the precision of tool-path generation and even the quality of
machining. Control mesh with a certain subdivision depth is commonly used as a
substitute for limit surface in most practical applications. The methods of offset
subdivision surface generation can be divided into two main categories. The first
category is that, the control mesh with a certain subdivision depth is treated as general
polygon, and then offset subdivision surface can be calculated based on normal vector
estimation of mesh vertices. The second category is that, equation for calculating
offset subdivision surface can be formed by using the relationship between control
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mesh and offset control mesh. However, from the angle of calculation efficiency and
precision, both of them still remain to be perfected.

The limit mesh of Catmull-Clark subdivision surface, which can be obtained by
pushing the control points to their limit positions, can be used instead of control mesh
for tool-path generation. The significant benefit of this approach is that high precision
offset subdivision surface can be obtained efficiently based on limit position and
normal vector of limit point. Furthermore, for approximating subdivision schemes
such as Catmull-Clark and Loop subdivision schemes etc, the approximation
precision of limit mesh is much higher than that of control mesh with the same
subdivision depth. So it will reduce computer memory consumption further. Because
limit mesh and control mesh have the same topology structure, limit mesh of
Catmull-Clark subdivision surface also can be represented by CELL data structure.
After computation of control mesh, limit mesh with the same subdivision depth can
be obtained. According to Halstead M et al.[15], the formulas for calculating V and
N of limit point are given below:
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Where v is the inner vertex of control mesh, n is the valence of v. V and N are
the limit position and limit normal vector of v. v1, v3…v2i-1 are edge points of v. v2,
v4…v2i are face points of v.

5 Subdivision Surface/Plane Intersection

In three-axis NC machining, many tool-path planning methods are on the basis of
calculation of intersection curve between surface and plane, especially under the
condition of the plane perpendicular to the coordinate axis. The precision, efficiency
and stability in calculation of intersection curve have direct effect on tool-path
generation. However, many researchers treat subdivision surface as general polygon
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to deal with the problems of tool-path generation using existing approaches. But these
approaches are not suitable because of large data information and complex topology
of subdivision model. To obtain better performance of tool-path generation, an
efficient method for calculating Catmull-Clark subdivision surface/plane intersection
is proposed by utilizing unique topology structure of Catmull-Clark subdivision
surface. The core idea of this method is that SSP rather than subdivision surface is set
as the object of intersection operation. Through calculating SSP/plane intersection and
combined with divide-and-conquer strategy, subdivision surface/plane intersection
can be calculated efficiently and stably. The method for calculating SSP/plane
intersection mainly includes four major parts below: (1) determining whether SSP
intersects plane, (2) calculating initial intersection point and determining type of
intersection curve, (3) calculating following intersection points and (4) determining
final intersection point.

5.1 Determining whether SSP intersects plane

If a SSP intersects a plane, it means that at least one mesh edge of the SSP
intersects the plane (and vice versa). Intersection testing between mesh edge and the
plane is the most basic and common approach in intersection operation. However, it is
inefficient to carry out the intersection testing directly, especially when the
subdivision depth is too large. In collision detection, bounding volumes are used for
improving the efficiency of interference checking by using simple volume to contain
more complex object. So, AABB (Axis-Aligned Bounding Box) of SSP, which can be
represented by six coordinate values as below, is constructed for determining whether
SSP intersects plane efficiently in our study.

AABB {Xmin, Xmax, Ymin, Ymax, Zmin, Zmax} (9)
Where Xmin, Xmax, Ymin, Ymax, Zmin and Zmax are minimum and maximum X, Y and Z
coordinate values of vertices of SSP respectively. Meanwhile, a plane perpendicular to
the coordinate axis can be represented by a corresponding X, Y or Z coordinate value.
So, it is easy to deduce that if the coordinate value used for representing the plane is
between the corresponding minimum and maximum coordinate values used for
representing the AABB, the SSP within AABB will intersect the plane. Through this
approach, lots of SSPs without intersecting the plane are eliminated efficiently.

5.2 Calculating initial intersection point and determining type of intersection
curve

Initial intersection point, which is expressed by a black solid dot as shown in
Figure 4, is defined as the starting point of intersection curve. A searching strategy of
intersection mesh edge for calculating initial intersection point based on SSP division
is presented below. First, intersection testing between plane and mesh edges located in
the boundary of intersection SSP are carried out. If the intersection edge, which is
expressed by a yellow thicker line segment as shown in Figure 4, is found, the initial
intersection point will be obtained. Otherwise, the SSP will be divided evenly into
four sub-parts and then AABBs of those four sub-parts are constructed respectively.
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Afterwards, at least one sub-part which intersects the plane can be determined based
on corresponding coordinate values used for representing AABB and plane. Then,
searching the intersection edge from boundary of that intersection sub-part is
performed. Likewise, if the intersection edge is not found, the intersection sub-part
will be divided evenly into four sub-parts again. And in this way, the searching scope
of intersection edge will be reduced gradually until the initial intersection point is
obtained.

According to topological location of the initial intersection point, the intersection
curve can be divided into two types: line-type and ring-type intersection curves as
shown in Figure 4. If the initial intersection point is located in the boundary of SSP,
this intersection curve is line-type intersection curve; otherwise it is ring-type
intersection curve.

Fig.4. (a) Line-type intersection curve and (b) Ring-type intersection curve

5.3 Calculating following intersection points

All the intersection points of intersection curve except the initial intersection point
can be called following intersection points. There are two basic principles for
calculating the following intersection points. One is that the SSP mesh can be
considered to be composed of quadrilateral faces. The other one is that if a plane
intersects an edge of a quadrilateral face, it will intersect another edge of the
quadrilateral face. In other words, if an intersection point between plane and
quadrilateral face is known, then another intersection point, which can be defined as
unknown intersection point, can be obtained. As shown in Figure 5, there are eight
basic types of known intersection points between quadrilateral face and plane. Each
basic type of known intersection point, which is expressed by a red solid dot as shown
in Figure 5, has a corresponding set of mesh edges expressed by red thicker line
segments as shown in Figure 5 for calculating the unknown intersection point. So, the
unknown intersection point can be obtained as long as the known intersection point
and its type are determined.

Based on above, the method for calculating following intersection points can be
summarized as follows: First, the initial intersection point is set as the known
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intersection point, and based on that, the intersection quadrilateral face, which is
expressed by a gray face as shown in Figure 4, and the type of known intersection
point are determined. Then, the intersection mesh edge can be found from the
corresponding set of mesh edges, and the unknown intersection point is obtained. Last,
the subsequent intersection quadrilateral face and the type of known intersection point
for calculating the next following intersection point can be deduced based on the
obtained intersection point. In short, all the following intersection points can be
calculated recursively in the same way until the ending condition of intersection curve
calculation is satisfied.

Fig.5. Eight basic types of known intersection points

5.4 Determining final intersection point

Final intersection point, which is expressed by a black hollow dot as shown in
Figure 4, is defined as the ending point of the intersection curve. If a following
intersection point is determined as the final intersection point, the calculation of
intersection curve between SSP and plane will be stopped. A judgment will be made
for determining whether the ending condition of intersection curve calculation is
satisfied, whenever after calculating a following intersection point. Each type of
intersection curve has its own judgment method of final intersection point. For
line-type intersection curve, if the following intersection point is located in the
boundary of SSP, and for ring-type intersection curve, if the following intersection
point is the same as the initial intersection point, the following intersection point can
be determined as the final intersection point.

After the calculation of intersection curves between all the intersection SSPs and
plane are finished, all the curve segments will be merged together as a complete
intersection curve based on topological relations between SSPs, which are represented
by outer structure of the CELL.

6 Tool-path generation
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In general, the process of NC machining of complex model can be divided into
three stages: rough, semi-finish and finish machining stages, in accordance with it,
each machining stage has a corresponding tool-path. Different machining stages have
different emphasis on machining efficiency and machining precision, which are two
main considerations of NC machining. Compared with finish machining stage, rough
and semi-finish machining stages focus more on machining efficiency rather than
machining precision. Aiming at this point, some approaches, most of which are based
on simplified rough machining model, are presented in order to improve performance
of tool-path generation. To get better performance, three approaches are presented
below: 1. Combined with the idea of adaptive subdivision, all the SSPs can be
subdivided independently without a unified subdivision depth. Some SSPs in the flat
regions of subdivision model can ensure surface precision with a lower subdivision
depth, so that the amount of data information of the machining model can be reduced.
2. In the process of subdivision depth evaluation of each SSP, not only machining
error but also uncut-allowance is considered during the tool-paths generation of rough
and semi-finish machining stages. Subdivision depth of some SSPs can be lower due
to the impact of uncut-allowance, so that the amount of the data information of rough
and semi-finish machining models can be reduced further. 3. The rough and
semi-finish machining models can be obtained efficiently by a new technology named
multi-resolution sampling instead of recursive calculation based on control mesh. The
basic idea of multi-resolution sampling is that the data information of limit mesh with
lower subdivision depth can be extracted from the limit mesh with higher subdivision
depth, because original vertices of limit mesh remain unchanged as subdivision
proceeds. Multi-resolution sampling interval, which is used for representing a proper
interval of 2D array index between limit vertices with different subdivision depths, is
the key to the implementation of the multi-resolution sampling. As shown in Figure 6,
sample points expressed by red solid dots, which are extracted from limit mesh after
three times of subdivision, are limit points of limit mesh after one times of
subdivision, and the multi-resolution sampling interval is four.

Fig. 6.Multi-resolution sampling

Multi-resolution sampling interval can be calculated as below:
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( )2 N M
lodS  (10)

Where lodS is the multi-resolution sampling interval, N is the higher subdivision

depth and M is the lower subdivision depth.
Based on these new methods presented in this article and some existing methods

such as subdivision depth evaluation[16] and machining error control[6] etc, the process
of three-axis tool-path generation for Catmull-Clark subdivision surface can described
roughly as below: 1. Finish machining model is generated after subdivision depth
evaluation driven by machining precision. 2. Similarly, rough and semi-finish
machining models are generated by adding the uncut-allowance factor involved in
subdivision depth evaluation and multi-resolution sampling. 3. Offset machining
models are calculated according to geometry parameters of the selected cutter. 4.
Tool-paths of each machining stage can be obtained respectively based on certain tool
path pattern, machining parameters and subdivision surface/plane intersection. In the
next section, an instance of three-axis tool-path generation for a subdivision surface
model is shown based on methods mentioned above.

7 Algorithm test and machining experiments

We implemented our approach on Windows 7 64-bit operating system using
Matlab 7.13 software and runs on an i5-3570k processor PC with 4GB RAM. A
Catmull-Clark subdivision surface model (aircraft) with boundaries, whose size is
81.2mm×65.5mm×11.6mm (Length×Width×Height), is used as the test example as
shown in Figure 7(b). Initial control mesh of the aircraft model with boundary edges
is shown in Figure 7(a). We assumed that the finish machining precision is 0.01mm,
the uncut-allowances of rough machining and semi-finish machining are 0.2mm and
the size of work piece is 90mm×80mm×30mm (Length×Width×Height). Based on
these, SD (Subdivision Depth) and MRSI (Multi-Resolution Sampling Interval) of
each SSP can be calculated respectively. T (Time) and CMC (Computer Memory
Consumption) involved in aircraft model generation and other test data including
number of SSPs, maximum and minimum SD, maximum and minimum MRSI are
listed in Table 1. The process of NC machining of aircraft model is divided into three
stages: rough, semi-finish and finish machining stages. The cutter type, cutter size and
other machining parameters including tool-path pattern, path interval and number of
section planes for each machining stage are listed in Table 2. Based on these
machining parameters, offset aircraft model denoted in transparent red as shown in
Figure 8(b), intersection curves between section planes and aircraft model as shown in
Figure 9(c), intersection curves between section planes and offset aircraft model as
shown in Figure 9(d) and tool-paths of each machining stage as shown in Figure 10
can be obtained in turn. T and CMC involved in tool-paths generation of each
machining stage are listed in Table 3. Machining simulations for each machining
stage as shown in Figure 11 are carried out to examine the correctness of tool-paths.
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Results of machining experiments for each machining stage are shown in Figure 12.

Fig. 7. (a) Initial control mesh and (b) Aircraft model

Table 1. Data of aircraft model

T (s) CMC (MB)
Number of

SSPs

Max

SD
Min SD Max MRSI

Min

MRSI

71.821 276.776 29 10 7 16 4

T: time; CMC: computer memory consumption; SD: subdivision depth; MRSI: multi-resolution
sampling interval

Table 2.Machining parameters for each machining stage.

Machining stage Rough machining Semi-finish

machining

Finish machining

Cutter type Flat-end cutter Ball-end cutter Ball-end cutter

Cutter size (mm) Φ 8 R 3 R 3

Tool-path pattern Contour-map pattern Zig-Zag pattern Zig-Zag pattern

Path interval (mm) 0.2 0.25 0.1

Number of section planes 90 350 872

Fig.8. (a) Aircraft model (b) Offset aircraft model
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Fig. 9. (a) Aircraft model with intersection curves, (b) Offset Aircraft model with intersection
curves, (c) Intersection curves, (d) Intersection curves

Fig. 10. Tool-paths of (a) rough machining, (b) semi-finish machining and (c) finish machining

Table 3. T and CMC of tool-path generation for each machining stage

Machining stage T (s) CMC (MB)

Rough machining 10.438 1.657

Semi-finish machining 17.970 8.655

Finish machining 45.954 21.818

T: time; CMC: computer memory consumption

Fig.11. Simulations result of (a) rough machining, (b) semi-finish machining and (c) finish
machining
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Fig. 12. Experiments result of (a) rough machining, (b) semi-finish machining and (c) finish
machining

8 Discussions

8.1 Computer memory consumption

From the point of view of computer memory consumption, compared with
edge-based data structures, CELL data structure can save a lot of computer memory
consumption taken by topology information of subdivision surface. A quantitative
analysis and comparison of computer memory consumption between CELL and
half-edge data structures is carried out below. If the 64-bit version of the Windows 7
is assumed as operating system and float is used as the data type of coordinate value
of vertex, the computer memory consumption taken by each pointer and vertex are 8
and 3*4 bytes respectively. Since SSP is the basic unit of subdivision surface model,
Catmull-Clark SSP can be taken as the analysis object.

For CELL data structure, the computer memory consumption is taken mainly by
geometric information of vertices recorded in Ac and Ae. Since the number of vertices
recorded in Ac and Ae are (2n+1)2 and 4*(2n+1) respectively, the computer memory
consumption is [(2n+1)2+4*(2n+1)] *3*4 bytes for CELL data structure, n is
subdivision depth. While for half-edge data structure, the computer memory
consumption can be divided into two parts: one part is geometric information of
vertices; another one is topology information among vertices, edges and faces. Since
the number of vertices is (2n+1)2 and the number of pointers is 22 times of vertices,
the total computer memory consumption is [(2n+1)2*3*4+(2n+1)2*22*8] bytes for
half-edge data structure, n is subdivision depth.

Then, we define C

H

CMCR
CMC

＝ , where CMCC and CMCH represent the computer

memory consumption taken by CELL and half-edge data structures for representing
Catmull-Clark subdivision surface respectively. The value of R can be used for
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performance evaluation of computer memory consumption between CELL and
half-edge data structures. The smaller the value of R is, the better the performance of
computer memory consumption of CELL is. As shown in Figure 13, the value of R
decreases exponentially as subdivision depth increases. The value of R is less than 8%
when the subdivision depth is greater than eight. In theory, the limit value of R is
about 6.38% when the subdivision depth tends to infinity.

In addition, some other methods such as using limit mesh as machining model and
etc are beneficial to reduce the computer memory consumption further. So, the
subdivision depth of machining model and machining precision can be higher under
the same hardware conditions.

Fig.13. Comparison of computer memory consumption

8.2 Subdivision surface-based algorithm development

A proper data structure is very important for subdivision surface-based algorithm
development. By combining characteristics of topology structure of Catmull-Clark
subdivision surface, a two-layer data structure named CELL is proposed for piecewise
Catmull-Clark subdivision surface representation. The global piecewise representation
and local square topology structure are two main features of CELL data structure that
are very beneficial to subdivision surface-based algorithm development.

Searching mesh vertices, edges and faces are the most basic operations for some
algorithms relevant to geometric modeling and geometric properties calculation, such
as surface intersection, surface trimming and distance between surfaces etc. However,
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some data structures of subdivision surface, which take mesh vertex, edge or face as
basic data element, are unfavorable to the efficient implementation of related
algorithms under the condition of subdivision surface of complex topology and huge
data information. A subdivision surface model of complex topology can be divided
into several SSPs with simple and regular topology structure. And based on SSP,
divide-and-conquer strategy and bounding box technique can be used to exclude
irrelevant SSPs rapidly and reduce the range for searching mesh vertex, edge and face,
and the efficiency and stability of related algorithms will be improved greatly.

2D array may be the best choice for Catmull-Clark SSP representation, because
topological locations of mesh vertex, edge and face and topological relations between
mesh vertex, edge and face can be deduced easily based on 2D array index. Due to the
excellent representation ability of topological information, CELL data structure has
remarkable advantages on program understanding, debugging, maintenance and
testing etc. For example, in the implementation process of Catmull-Clark subdivision
algorithm, the calculation of new vertices can be completed in a natural way without
the neighbor searching and judgment of valence of vertex and boundary location of
vertex, edge or face. Some other algorithms relevant to geometric modeling and
geometric properties calculation also can be implemented efficiently by aiming at
regular structure of SSP and based on the efficient search ability of CELL data
structure.

9 Conclusions

By combining topological characteristics of Catmull-Clark subdivision surface and
features of three-axis NC machining, an efficient method of three-axis tool-path
generation for Catmull-Clark subdivision surface is presented to obtain better
performance of NC machining. Computer memory consumption is reduced greatly
and subdivision surface model is generated rapidly based on CELL data structure.
Limit mesh, as machining model, is not only beneficial to reduce computer memory
consumption further and obtain high-precision offset subdivision surface model, but
also to provide the basis of multi-resolution sampling. Machining models of rough
and semi-finish machining stages are obtained simply by using multi-resolution
sampling technology and considering the impact of uncut-allowance. Aiming at
topology structure of subdivision surface patch and combined with
divide-and-conquer strategy, the method of calculating intersection curve between
subdivision surface and plane is very efficient. To verify the feasibility of our method,
algorithm test and machining experiments are carried out based on an airplane model.
The results of algorithm test and machining experiments demonstrate that the method
of tool-path generation for subdivision surface is efficient and stable. Now, the
presented method is limited to three-axis NC machining, while five-axis NC
machining will be the research direction in the future.
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